Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach to improve the accuracy of auxiliary particle probability hypothesis density filter without the need of clustering step. In most cases, the states of target can be seen as combinations of linear components and non linear ones. The new approach separates the two different components and then adopts auxiliary particle filter (APF) and Kalman filer to estimate the non linear parts and linear parts. After the update step it extracts the multi-target states via the predict particles and their updated weights which correspond to each measurement. The simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the presented approach.
SMC-PHD) algorithm. In most cases the K-Means clustering method is widely applied [13, 14] , however, it usually takes a lot time for K-Means to locate the clustering center and extract the peaks, and the clustering performance is poor. In order to avoid the clustering step Ristic proposed a free clustering method to implement PHD algorithm through auxiliary particle filtering (APF) implementation [15] , the results show that this new algorithm improves accuracy of P-PHD greatly.
The main contribution of this paper is to present a novel implementation of PHD filter by applying RBPF in the existing free clustering P-PHD filter to track multi-target. In section 2 we briefly recall the random finite set and the PHD filter. In section 3 the concrete implementation steps of the presented approach is introduced. We compare the performance of the presented approach with 2 other improved P-PHD filters, with and without K-Means clustering method in section 4. In section 5 we draw a conclusion according to the simulation and end the paper with it.
2.Background

2.1Multi-target state and measurement model
The state of an individual target at moment k can be described by set X in state space  . Assume that at moment k there are ( ) N k targets scattering in state space, and each of them is located at
, ...,
, then the multi-target state are represented by the following finite set:
Similarly, the measurement of individual target at moment k can be described by set Z in measurement space  . At moment k the sensor reports ( )
, then the measurement set can be written as:
In the process of state transition any target may appear at any moment, meanwhile the survival targets may disappear. So the number of target is always uncertain. As for the measurements, since not all existing targets at each moment will be detected, and the observation set may include false detections. The uncertainties above cause the number of elements of both sets k X and k Z are variables over time. They are also called random finite set (RFS).
The RFS of the multi-target state k X at moment k is represented by the union
where ( )
x is the RFS of targets which survive from moment 1 k − to k , k Γ is the birth targets which appear at moment k . The RFS measurements can be represented as
where ( ) k k Θ x is the RFS of measurements that sensor reports at moment k , k k represents the false detections at moment k .
The PHD filter
PHD is the first-order moment of the posterior distribution of RFS k X . The integral value of the PHD over a specific region in the state space is the expected number of targets within this region. Like the multi-target Bayesian filter, the PHD recursion consists of prediction and update step. Assume
is the PHD which associated with the posterior ( )
, then the prediction step of PHD filter can be written as :
is the transition density of multi-target , ( )
is the probability which target survive from moment
represents the intensity function of RFS of targets spawned from 1 k − to k ,and ( ) k Γ x is the intensity function of birth of new targets. Then the update step of PHD filter can be represented as
where ( ) 
. Respectively, the state transition equations of the two components are as follows:
( )
F is a 
The non linear measurement this paper mainly focuses on is Rang-Bearing tracking, then k h is:
The connection between their noise vector is as follows:
where ( ) When all the state components of system are non linear, the posterior probability density ( ) 
: :
in which ( )
is calculated via PF, and ( )
can be computed via KF in the sense of minimum variance.
Implementation of Rao-Blackwellized Free Clustering P-PHD Filter
There are three main drawbacks in P-PHD algorithm. First, it needs to spread large amount of particles in the state space because the probability of targets appear anywhere in it is equal, the particles together represent the birth density. This increases the consumptions of computation resources. Second, after update step, P-PHD has to cluster all the updated particles via K-Means technique, the purpose is to make every particle correspond to its target and get state estimation values from different particle swarms. However, the precision cannot be guaranteed. Third one is that the number of target estimation gained from the particles' weights is unstable. To overcome these disadvantages, Ristic proposed an APF based approach to implement P-PHD. In his method, the birth density is described by a bunch of particles generated by measurement at each moment, so the filter does not need to spread particles in state space where targets do not appear, this undoubtedly reduces the number of particles, and thus save the running time. In the update step, the filter obtains state estimations directly from updated weights of all particles, their values change correspond to each measurement. This increases the accuracy of state estimation. Since the participations of measurement generated newborn particles, the cardinality estimation is more stable compare to P-PHD.
The following section introduces the approach to plug RBPF into the improved P-PHD algorithm which introduced above, so as to present a new implementation of P-PHD filter.
Prediction:
At the moment k , in APF based P-PHD filter, the input persistent particle set is described by
,where 1
is the number of all persistent particles, p N is the number of persistent particles for each target, 1 k n − is the estimated number of target number from last moment. The newborn particle set from 1 k − is generated by measurements, they can be written as
can be computed according to Eq. 28, 1
is the number of all newborn particles, b N is the number of newborn particles generated from each measurement, 1 k m − is the number of measurement. Then merge the two particle set to one, we can get the persistent particle set:
then the persistent PHD ( )
can be described by their weights:
is the Dirac delta function concentrated at the value 1 i k − x . Since every particle contains linear part and non linear part, the persistent particles 
is survival probability for each particle. Since the linear part , 1 l i k − x corresponds to linear Gaussian system, the predicted PHD becomes: ( ) ( ) ( )
where
is the average value of linear part,
is the relevant covariance. The two parameters are obtained via KF, their calculation formulas are as follows:
( ) ( )
where 
Update:
In update step, the weights of persistent particles are updated according to Eq. 22:
If j η > W , then it can be considered as valid, the threshold η in this paper is 0.8. To all the valid j W , state estimation is computed as
The sum of
w | is the expected number of current target number estimation
Compute the round numbers k n near k N , its product with p N is the number of resampled particles.
Any resampling algorithm can be used here to get new persistent particle set { } ( ) ( ) , the sensor is still and located at origin of coordinates. Sampling period is =1s T , the total sampling number is 50. The measurement noise is Gaussian white noise with zero mean, measurement noise covariance is 
where ⊗ is Kronecker product, ϖ = 0.05. Fig.2 illustrate the output of the presented approach compare to the real multi-target tracks. We can see the estimation points are scattered close to the real tracks. Though at some moments the filter has no output for some individual targets, this may caused by the imperfection of the sensor and the algorithm itself, the overall tracking effect is good, and the filter can track targets at different positions in state space. Fig.3 and Fig.4 are results over 100 Monte Carlo runs. Fig.3 shows the OSPA distance comparisons for the three filters. Both the AP-PHD and RBAP-PHD outperform the AP-K-MEAN-PHD. This is because the two filters obtain estimates from the updated weights of persistent particles, and the values of these weights change correspond to all the measurements at each moment, so the individual estimate is distributed to its own target automatically. The result of this approach is much more precise than that of K-Means clustering algorithm. Other than that, the black solid line is lower than the blue one at most moments, meaning RBAP-PHD is more accurate than AP-PHD. It's because RBAP-PHD does Kalman filtering to linear parts of every particles, this makes particles scatter more concentrated near the real targets, hence the OSPA distance is smaller. Table 1 illustrate the average values of OSPA distance over the 50 steps and average running time for each step of the three filters. AP-K-MEANS-PHD performs the worst, and RBAP-PHD improves the accuracy by about 1.6m averagely compare to AP-PHD. However, since every particle is processed by KF, its average running time is longer than that of AP-PHD. For obtaining the similar precision, we add the persistent particle number to 220 for AP-PHD. After 100 Monte Carlo runs, the average OSPA value of AP-PHD is 30.475m, which is close to RBAP-PHD, but its average running time per step increases to 1.018s. On the premise of similar tracking precision, RBAP-PHD saves almost half of the running time relative to AP-PHD. Fig.4 shows the cardinality estimation of all three filters. Since their essence is APF and their implementation ways are identical, so their cardinality estimation results are very similar. The three filters can detect and report newborn targets in a very short of time and respond quickly to target death.
Experiments
5.Conclusion
This paper presents an improved free clustering P-PHD filter to enhance the tracking precision. Inspired by the Rao-Blackwell theorem, the new PHD filter combines KF and APF to estimate the linear and non linear components in multi-target state. The simulation result show that state estimation obtained from updated weights of particles is more accurate than clustering particles via K-Means algorithm, and the presented approach also outperforms the existing APF based P-PHD. Though the presented improved free clustering P-PHD filter needs more time to complete tracking when the numbers of particles are identical to APF based P-PHD without clustering step, the latter requires more particles and about twice as much time to reach similar precision. Rao-Blackwellized free clustering P-PHD filter increases efficiency of the existing free clustering APF based P-PHD filter without losing the reliability of target number estimation.
